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Tho Deportment of Agriculture (OSL&), the NationalOceanic and Atmospheric Administration (VOAA), and the NationalAeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) are trying toiaprove forecasts of tcreign wheat proJuctiou by using Landsataatellite imagery and weather data. The Large Area CropInvertory Rxperiment (LACII) is designed to determine the'isfulness and cos-tffoctivene of usivg Lundsat data inconjunction kith weather and climate data for forecasts offoreign wheat production. raciangs/conclusions To date, LACIRhas had mixed success in achieving its perfo-mance goals. ThePhase II forecast accuracy was high for winter wheat in theGreat ElaiLs and low for spring w'eat. Production forecastaccuracy was low for Canadian wheat, and although the LACINestimate for the Soviet Unioh was close to actual production,there uere offsetting errors in the area and yield components.Current Landsat tecknology cannot adequately distinguish springwheat from other grains. LACIE yield esttmates have been lessaccurate where wheat yields are extremely high or low. Toimprove the estimates, models are being developed which will usedaily rather than aggregated monthly weather data. The lack ofreliable historical yield data for some LACIB countries alsopresents a problem. NWe research efforts are deemphasizing wheatforecasts and expanding LACIR techniques to other crops andapplications. Recommendations: The Secretary of agricultureshould provide cognizant congressional committees vith periodicassessments of the LACIR ptoject, the experimentation ith othercrops, and the experiments with early warning of crop damage andcrop condition asseossent. (RBBS)



BY THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL

Report To The Congress
OF THE UNITED STATES

Crop Forecasting By Satellite:
Progress And Problems

The Department of Agriculture, the Natiknal
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
arid NASA are trying to improve forecasts of
foreign wheat production by using Landsat
satellite imagery and weather data.

This Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment
(LACIE). the most significant single effort un-
der way to demonstrate a useful and cost-
effective application for Landsat data, will
end in July 1978. Agriculture then plans a
new joint research effort deemphasizing
wheat ana expanding LACIE techniques to
other crops and applications.

The Congress should be kept aware of
LACIE's progress and follow-on efforts when
considering the future direction of NASA's
Landsat program and Agriculture's plans.
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COMPTROLLER QINER. &L OF THE UNITED 'rAYoI
WAGHINOTON, O.C. *o01

B-183134

To the President of the Senate and
the Speaker of the House of Representatives

This report on the Large Area Crop Inventory Experimentdiscusses the progress and problems in research to improve
the Department of Agriculture's foreign crop forecasting sys-tem. The experiment uses satellite imagery from the NationalAeronautics and Space Administration's Earth Resources Tech-nology Satellite (Landsat) to measure how many acres of wheatare growing, and also uses weather data to estimate the yield.

This review was performed as a part of our continuing
effort to apprise the Congress of important issues involvedin research and development projects.

We made 9ur review pursuant to the Budget and Accounting
Act, 1921 (31 U.S.C. 53), and the Accounting and Auditing Actof 1950 (31 U.S.C. 67).

Copies of this report are beinq sent to the DiLector,Office of Science and Technology Policy; the Director, Officeof Management and Budget; the Administrator, National Aero-nautics and Space Administration; and the Secretaries ofAgricultu.e and Commerce.

Comptroller Generel
of the United States



COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S CROP FORECASTIlG BY SATFLLITE:
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS PROGRESS AND PROBLEMS

DI GE T

A 3-year, three-ag-ncy Federal project is
developing technology to improve estimates
of foreign wheat c rops. It is called the
Large Area Croin Tnventory Exoeriment (LACIE)
and is carried out as foll.ws:

-- The National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration's (NASA's) Earth Resources Tech-
nology Satellite (Landsat) provides data
for estimating wheat acreage.

-. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin-
istration provides information to assist
in estimating crop yield under various
weather conditions.

-- The Department of Agriculture--the user oc
wheat croa estimates--provides historical
data and defines reQuirements for the proj-
ect.

IMPORTAYCE OF WORLD CROP INFORMATION

To date, LACIE has had mixed success in achiev-
ing its performance qoals. Farmers, import-
ers, exporters, agribusiness comoanies, Fed-
eral and State policymakers, foreign govern-
ments, and international organizations use
foreign agricultural information. But if
more accurate and timely information were
available, these parties could better achieve
their goals by making improved decisions on
planting, fertilizing, harvesting, storing,
and exporting. (See o. 5.)

Agric-ulture initially planned to implement
an operational wheat-forecasting system if
LACIE technology could produce cost-beriefi-
cial, imaproved estimates. However. this em-
phasis on wheat has changed, and Agriculture
is planning a research program which will
define the potential of the LACIE technology
for other crops and applications. (See p.
2.)
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The Congress should be kept aware of theresults of this program and of the expetimen-
tation with other cro03 and applications.

LACIE PERFORMANCE

The LACIE project is developing new technol-
oqy and, as to be expected with new technol-
ogy, has had some technical problems, such
as

--difficulty in distinguishing spring wheat
from other grains (see v. 12),

-- slow progress in developing methods for ma-chine classification of wheat areas to re-
duce the need for heavy manual involvement
in identifying wheat-growing areas (see o.
13), and

-- using current yield models which use highlyaggregated weather inputs that are not fully
responsive to weather changes occurring for
short periods over localized areas. (See
p. 14.)

LACIE performance needs to be improved -o meetits goals of 90-percent accurate production
estimates, 9 out of 10 years. In the most im-portant test country, the Soviet Union, the
LACIE production estimate was close to the
official estimate; however, this resulted fromoffsetting errors; i.e., the wheat area esti-
mate was hith by ever 12 percent, and the
wheat yield estimate was low by nearly 15
percent. (See t. 8.)

LACIE COSTS

LACIE and related efforts planned through fis-
cal year 1978 will cost about $54 million, notincluding NASA personnel costs. The total
costs of the follow-on research program in-volving the three agencies have not been de-
termined. However, Agriculturs is investing
a substantial amount of funds in computer
equipment, and in programs and related itemsto establish a facility near the Johnson Space
Center, where much of the research will be car-ried out. (See pD. 16 and 17.)
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CONTINUING EFFORTS

Agriculture planned to implement Lhe AoDlica-
tion Test System--designed to test LACIE
wheat-estimating techniques in an operational
environment. It has, however, decided to ex-
tend experimentation to other crops and appli-
cations, such as early warning of crop damage
and crop condition assessment. It will also
defer a Landsat-based wheat information sys-
tem until further experimentation and evalua-
tion is completed. (See p. 17.) Project
plans in 1974 called for the performance of a
cost/benefit analysis to evaluate the useful-
ness and cost-effectiveness of a LACIE-type
system in providing foreign crop information.
The analysis will assess benefits based on
expected improvements in timeliness and accu-
racy of information from a LACIE-type system
for forecasting wheat. Accordingly, the rea-
sonableness of the benefits set forth should
be carefully examined if the analysis is used
in deciding whether a crop-forecasting system
based on LACIE technology should be carried
out. The analysis will be carried cut in
1978 but will not be completed by the end of
the LACIE project in July 1978. (See p. 18.)

RECOMMENDATION TO THE
SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE

Since there have been technical prJblems in
reaching LACIE objectives and the research
direction has changed, GAO recommends that
the Secretary of Agriculture provide cogni-
zant congressional committees with periodic
assessments of the LACIE project, 'he experi-
mentation with other crops, and the experi-
ments with early warning of crop damage and
crop condition assessment. (See p. 21.)

AGENCY COMMENTS

The issues in this report have been discussed
with LACIE officials in the three participat-
ing agencies, and their comments have been
incorporated as appropriate. NASA believes
that LACIE area and yield estimates for the
Soviet Union should not be compared to the
Soviet's figures for area and yield because
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the latter are suspect. However, the LACIEproject makes Lhis comparison, and Agricul-ture reports the figures in its regular peri-odic reports.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In July 1972, the National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration (NASA) launched its first Earth ResourcesTechnology Satellite (Landsat); a second wa3 placed in orbitin January 1975; a third was launched in March 1978; and afourth is scheduled for launch in 1981. The purpose of theseEarth-viewing satellites is to test the use of data au-.gquired from space to help manage our environment and nat-ural resources. The instruments aboard measure the .intensityof sunlight reflected from the Earth's surface. The emeasurements are then converted into electronic signals,transmitted to Earth, and recorded on magnetic tapes.These tapes can be reconstructed into photographic images.Because different materials on the Earch's surface reflectlight differently, the reconstructed image identifies thedifferent substances on Earth viewed by the instruments,e.g., water, forests, and wheat. Resource managers thenuse the images and tapes to monitor the Earth's resources.

Several Fader&L agencies, State and local governments,private companies, and foreign countries have conductedexperiments using data in crop forecasting, land use assess-ment, water resources management, mineral and petroleumexploration, and map preparation. The knowledge and ex-perience gained thrcugh these and similar experiments willprovide the basis for deciding whether the United Statesshould proceed with the design and development of an opera-tional Earth resources survey system.

The major effort current.y taking place using Landsatdata is the Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment (LACIE)which is the subject of this report.

WHAT IS THE LARGE AREA CROP I\t--',NTORY EXPERIMENT?

LACIE is a joint effort of the Department of Agriculture(USDA), NASA, and the National Oceanic and AtmospheiicAdministration (NOAA) Df the Department of Commerce.

The purpose of LACIE is to determine the usefulnessand cost-effectiveness of using Landsat data in conjunctionwith weather and climate data to improve USDA forecastsforeign wheat production. LACIE's success will be basedon its ability to improve the accuracy and timeliness ofcurrent USDA foreign wheat forecasts. Furthermore, theimproved information must provide benefits in excess of thecosts to obtain it. Recent USDA decisions have, however,
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redirected tne emphasis away from developing a wheat-onlyestimating system.

WHO WILL BENEFIT FROM LACIE?

The Foreign Agricultural Service (FAS) of the Depart-ment of Agriculture is responsible for collecting statisti-cal data on stocks, production, imports, exports, and con-sumption of various commodities throughout the world. Thisdata is presently collected from reports submitted by
agricultural attaches, foreign government and foreign pri-vate publications, contacts with Government officials andprivate trade personnel, and by visiting foreign countriesand obtaining firsthand knowledge of an agricultural situa-tion or problem. Data from these sources is summarizedand periodically reported for public use. The data isalso used for internal USDA management purposes. Users ofthese reports include farmers, storage companies, trans-porters, importers, exporters, traders, and brokers. Anyimprovement in the accuracy and timeliness of the datashould result in better informed decisions.

USDA initially planned to implement an operationalwheat-forecasting system if LACIE technology could producebetter information on foreign wheat production and thebenefits exceeded the cost in obtaining the information.This emphasis on wheat has changed, however. USDA hasrecently reviewed its requirements and does not, at thistime, foresee implementing a wheat-only operational system.USDA is now planning a research program which will definethe potentials of the LACIE technology to other crops andapplications.

REASON FOR OUR REVIEW OF LACIE

When the fourth Landsat is launched in 1981, NASA'sinvestment in the Landsat experimental project will exceed$650 million. If the experimental project is to evolveinto an operational Earth resources observation system,benefits to be gained should justify the costs to be incurred.In our June 10, 1977, report entitled "Landsat's Role in anEarth Resources Information System" (PSAD-77-58), we statedthat a Government commitment to support an operationalLandsat system was premature and that such action should Htaken only if further study reveals that the benefits tobe gained justify the resources required to establish thesystem.

LACIE is the most significant single effort current'yunder way to demonstrate a useful and cost-effectiveapplication for Landsat data.
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On June 13, 1977, we testified on Senate Bill 657,"Earth Resources and Environmental Information System Actof 1977," before the subcommittee cn Science, Technologyand Space, Senate Committee on Commerce, Science andTransportation. We pointed out that the outcome of theLACIE project should be considered carefully in anydecision on whether the Landsat system should go operational.We told the Subcommittee Cllhairman that we would providethe Congress with information on the status of the project.

This report provides the Congress with information onthe procress being made and problems encountered in theLACIE ecfort which could affect Landsat's ability to im-prove the USDA foreign-crop-forecasting system and decisionsto implement an operational Landsat system.

SCOPE OF REVIEW

Our review of the LACIE project included work at theheadquarters of NASA, USDA, and NOAA in Washington, D.C.;and NASA's Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas. We reviewedproject plans, evaluation reports, crop production reports,correspondence, and other documents; and held discussionswith officials at each location.

The LACIE project is being conducted in three Fhases.The results of the third phase were not available during ourrevlewl therefore, our evaluation covers the first twophases only. In January 1.978, NASA provided us the pre-liminary Phase III results. We have not reviewed this data,but include it for information only in appendix I.
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CHAPTER 2

ORIGIN AND NEED FOR LACIE

After the launch of the first Landsat in 1972, several
agricultural investigations were conducted, including eval-uations of the usefulness of Landsat data to identify
crop species and field boundaries. In addition, the develop-
ment of crop acreage estimates using computer-aided interpre-
tation techniques was tested. Based on the results of these
investigations, NASA proposed that a large-scale test be
conducted to develop, verify, and demonstrate the capabilityof satellites to inventory and monitor crops over large
geographic areas with the objective of imaproving the accuracy
and timeliness of USDA foreign crop forecasts.

In October 1974, the three participating agencies
agreed to undertake the LACIE effort. NASA was to develop
and demonstrate the technology for estimating wheat area andproduction; USDA was to define requirements and provide
historical data; and NOAA was to develop models that reflect
expected crop yield under various weather conditions. Planscalled for LACIE to cover 3 crop years, and wheat was selected
as the test crop. Teqt areas were picked in the United
States, the Soviet Union, China, India, Brazil, Argentina,
Australia, and Canada.

At the 1974 Rome World Food Conference, the Secretary
oi State announced plans to conduct the LACIE effort to
assist in the management of the world's food supply.
Foreign participation in the experiment was not solicited;
however, Canada has been providing a limited amount of ground
data, and several foreign countries have shown an interestin LACIE results. A NASA official told us that foreign
assistance is obtained only when offered by the country,
i.e., NASA does not make the initial request.

LACIE's objective is to develop the technology needed
to improve foreign wheat production forecasts. The United
States' test areas are included (1) because of the need to
have onsite observations to train personnel and refine
techniques for identifying wheat by using satellite data
and (2) also because they serve as d "yardstick" for
evaluating the progress of the project. The techniques
developed in the United States are then extended to foreign
countries, where onsite verification may not be possible.
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IMPORTANCE OF WORLD CROP INFORMATION

FAS is responsible for collecting, analyzing, anddisseminating foreign agricultural information. World-wide agricultural information is primarily obtained fromagricultural attaches located in more than 100 countries.Their reports contain current and near-term outlook in-formation on production and supply of agricultural pro-ducts, trade, foreign government policies, prices, com-petitive situations, and market opportunities.

Farmers, importers, exporters, agribusiness companies,Federal and State policymakers, foreign governments, andinternational organizations use this information. Decisionsbased on the information should improve to the extent thatits accuracy and timeliness can be improved.

HOW CROP INFORMATION CAN BE USED

More accurate and timely information can produce betterdecisions leading to significant U.S. benefits. While it isnot easy to envision all benefits, the following are somepossibilities:

-- U.S. farmers could make better planting decisions withimproved information. Since some crops in theUnited States are planted months later than elsewhere
(particularly Southern Hemisphere countries), farmerscould adjust the acreage allotted to various cropsto reduce expected world shortages or oversupply andachieve higher profits.

--Updated information throughout the growing seasonallows farmers to make investment decisions con-cerning their crops in the field. If world conditionsfor wheat are poor and higher prices seem likely,U.S. farmers may decide to increase the use ofirrigation, fertilizer, and pesticides to achievehigher yields. If reliable information is availableearly enough, additional acreage may also be plantedeven though its expected yield may be lower. Onthe other hand, if information indicates a wheatsurplus and a weakening in prices, investments inthe crop in the field may be reduced. In the caseof winter wheat, it could be plowed under and othercrops planted.

--U.S. farmers have the opportunity to borrow fundsfrom the Government to store grains in anticipationof higher prices. Decisions to store a crop are
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critical because of the costs involved. However,
if available information indicates a wheat surplus,
it may be beneficial to sell much of the crop for
future delivery at harvest if indications are that
prices will fall later in the year.

Besides these benefits, there are indirect benefits
which might be achieved with more timely and accurate in-formation. Fertilizer, pesticide, and equipment needscould be more accurately predicted. This would aid suppliers
in reducing inventory costs and might reduce shortages ofthese itelas.

HOW LACIE WORKS

To develop wheat production estimates, LACIE musthave data on the number of acres of wheat being grown andthe yield per acre. Simply stated, production equals thenumber of acres in wheat multiplied by yield per acre.

Landsat is vital to LACIE because wheat acreage isdetermined from Landsat imagery which is acquired for 5 x 6nautical-mile sample segments statistically located overthe survey region. These sample segments, which represent
approximately 2 percent of the agricultural areas in eachsurvey region, are analyzed for wheat content. The pro-portion of wheat in the sample segment is then projected tothe region represented by the sample segment to derive anestimate for the entire region.

The yield per acre is estimated using mathematical
models which relate wheat yield to meteorological conditions.
Precipitation and temperature are primary variables in theyield models and are obtained from the World Meteorological
Organization's network of weather stations.

The area and yield data are combined into a LACIEproduction estimate which, for determining accuracy, iscompared to data compiled by USDA through its current opera-tional system of crop forecasting.

The Statistical Reporting Service (SRS) compiles thisdata for U.S. crops, and FAS compiles the foreign data.
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CHAPTER 3

LACIE STATUS

LACIE PERFORMANCE

LACIE performance results, to date, have been mixed.The project plan required the preparation of forecasts andestimates 1/ of wheat production, area, and yield. Thecriterion or goal is at-harvest production estimates thathave 90/90 accuracy at the Country level. That is, LACIEat-harvest production estimates should be within 10 percentof actual production, 9 years out of 10 for each LACIEcountry. In this section, LACIE performance is evaluatedthrough Phase II in the context of the 90/90 productioncriterion. Project officials will complete a finalevaluation of the LACIE performance by July 1978. (For adiscussion of the origin and appropriateness of the 90/90criterion, see P.10.)

Phase I

The LACIE project is being conducted in three phases,extending over 3 global wheat years. ±ne first (1974-75wheat year) included only the Great Plains. In this phase,LACIE produced an am-harvest production estimate which waswithin 5 percent of the USDA estimate for the winter wheatStates. The production estimate for spring wheat, however,was about 25 percent lower than the USDA estimate. Thepredominant cause was a large underestimation of springwheat acreage, which is the component provided by Landsat.Even though the spring wheat estimate did not achieve thesuccess criteria, the combined LACIE winter and springestimate was still sufficiently accurate for the total pro-duction estimate to be within 10 percent of the final USDAfigure.

Results of Phase I are shown on the following page.

1/The use of forecast or estimate is related to time. Aforecast is made prior to harvest, while an estimate ismade at or after harvest.
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Relative Difference Between LACIE At-harvest
Estimates and USDA Final Estimates for Phase I

Great Plains
Production Area Yield

- ------ (percent)--------

Southern Great Plains
(winter wheat) 5.0 -0.1 4.2

Northern Great Plains
(spring wheat) -24.9 -30.1 4.7

Total -5.6 -10.7 4.3

Phase II

In Phase II (1975-76 wheat year), LACIE made forecastsand estimates for the Great Plains, Canada, and the SovietUnion. At-harvest production estimates for the Great Plainsand Canada failed to meet the 90/90 criterion. Considerableunderestimation of spring wheat acreage in both countrieswas the primary cause. In Canada, LACIE yield estimateswere also underestimated.

LACIE estimated area, yield, and production in twoindicator regions of the Soviet Union. Because regionalstatistics were not yet available, LACIE projected the re-sults from the indicator regions to the full country levelbased on historical proportions of wheat 7rown in theseareas. Until the actual proportions are Known, the accuracycf LACIE estimates cannot be fully assessed. However, basedon available data, the Phase II evaluation report showsthat the LACIE projections resulted in overestimates ofacreage by more than 12 percent and underestimates of yieldby about 15 percent for winter and spring wheat combinedwhen compared to USDA's final estimates. Therefore, the lowrelative difference between the LACIE and USDA productionestimates for the Soviet Union is the result of offsetting
errors in the LACIE area and yield estimates.

Phase II results are shown on the following page.
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Relative Difference Between LACIE At-harvestEstimates and USDA Final Estimates for Phase II

Great Plains (note a)
Production Area Yield

---------(percent)---------

Southern Great Plains
(winter wheat) -7.2 -6.3 -0.9Northern Great Plains
(spring wheat) -22.3 -26.3 3.2Total -12.3 -1379 1.4

Canada (note b)
Production Area Yield

---- ---- (percent) ---------

Total -44.8 -28.8 -12.2

a/Great Plains figures updated by USDA following issuanceof LACIE Phase II Evaluation Report.

b/Grows spring wheat only.

Soviet Union
Production Area Yield

---------(percent)---------

Winter wheat -5.1 15.3 -23.9

Spring wheat 3.7 11.5 -8.8

Total -0.2 12.6 -14.8
NASA does not consider the above results for area andyield to be reliable indicators of LACIE performance in theSoviet Union. NASA's position is that since the Sovietsprovide much of the data which USDA uses to develop estimatesof Soviet production, the estimates are immediately suspect.

It is NASA's opinion that the data for the area andyield components are unreliable, because of the unsystematicmethods used by the Soviet Union to obtain the data. NASA does
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believe, however, that the total production figure is reason-ably accurate.

Therefore, it is N.,SA's opinion that only the USDAtotal production estimate for the Soviet Union should beused as a basis for evaluating LACIE performance accuracy,and the USDA-published area and yield estimates should bedisregarded.

We recognize NASA's concern with the validity of theSoviet-provided figures. However, LACIE project officialsuse these figures as a basis to measure the accuracy ofLACIE estimates. Further, the Soviet figures are used byUSDA in its regular periodic crop reports.

Phase III

During Phase III, LACIE is making forecasts andestimates of wheat production, area, and yield for the
Great Plains and expanding coverage of the Soviet Union tothe entire country. At the time of our review, the 1976-77wheat crop was not yet harvested, and since the LACIE cri-terion is 90/90 accuracy at-harvest, it would be prematureto assess LACIE accuracy for Phase III until that time.NASA provided preliminary Phase III results, which areincluded in appendix I without our analysis. The resultsindicate some improvements and some continuing problems.

ORIGIN AND APPROPRIATENESS
OF THE LACIE ACCURACY CRITERIA

In 1973, when NASA proposed the LACIE project, the90/90 performance goal was suggested as the measure of LACIEsuccess. USDA officials agreed with this goal because theybelieved that such accuracy was significantly better thanthe performance of the current USDA system.

The question of the current system's accuracy wasraised when the Office of Management and Budget requestedUSDA to study it. In August 1977, the USDA LACIE projectoffice released a study which examined the accuracy of theproduction, area, and yield estimates under the currentwheat-estimating system. The study involved six of theforeign countries included in LACIE and coveredc tie period1966-75. The People's Republic of China was excludedbecause no USDA crop estimates were available. For somecountries, data was not available for the entire 10 years.The study concluded that Canada was the only country forwhich 90/90 accuracy was achieved under the current system.
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Because the production estimate is composed of theacreage and yield estimates, the impact that each of thesecomponents has on the production estimate must also be con-sidered. The study shows that under the current estimating
system, yield errors were greater than the acreage errorsfor all countries except Brazil. In the case of the Soviet
Union, the study points out a number of problems in ob-taining reliable data on Soviet wheat.

LACIE SCOPE CHANGES

Originally, LACIE was to provide wheat estimates inseven foreign countries and the Great Plains during thefinal phase ending in July 1978. This coverage was reducedto the Soviet Union and the United States, with very little
effort being conducted in other LACIE countries. The pri-mary reasons for the change in scope are discussed underthe following caption, "Technical Problems."

Experimental work for the remaining six countries wasscheduled to be completed during an extended LACIE effortrunning through fiscal year 1979. However, based on arecent review of its remote-sensing data needs, USDA haschanged the emphasis from continuing to develop wheatestimates in the remaining six countries to expanding the
LACIE techniques to other crops, applications, andcountries. According to USDA officials, it has recentlybeen recognized that the successful application of LACIEtechnology depends on its usefulness in a wide range ofsituations.

TECHNICAL PROBLEMS

Technical problems in meeting LACIE goals arise fromlimitations in Landsat's capabilities and the inability toreadily extract information using current data-processing
techniques. The limitations include difficulty in dis-tinguishing spring wheat from other grains and the inabilityto locate small fields. Further, some method must bedeveloped to permit machine rather than manual interpreta-
tion of data. In c 1 i to work on these problems, resourceswere diverted from wirk pertaining to India, Brazil,
Argentina, and Aust alia. The technical problems discussedhere reflect the status through Phase II. NASA provided
preliminary Phase III results, which show some improvements
in these problem areas. The results are shown in appendixI as provided by NASA without our analysis.
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Difficulty in distinguishing wheat

One problem with Landsat imagery is the difficulty indistinguishing spring wheat from other grains. As a result,two other area-estimating techniques, which are not dependenton Landsat data, have been tested. The first technique usesthe historical proportion of wheat to other grains grown inan area to calculate the current proportion of wheat in thearea under study. This approach can result in inaccuraciesbecause the ratios of grains in prior years may not be thesame ratios currently being planted in a given area. Theratio technique was used in the Great Plains, Canada, andthe Soviet Union during Phase II. Spring wheat acreage wasconsiderably underestimated in the Great Plains and Canada,and overestimated in the Soviet Union. Thus, it is unlikelythat a single corrective factor can be used for all countries;needed improvements will have to be made on a country-by-country basis. In Phase III, this technique is continuingto be used in five Great Plains States and the SovietUnion.

Since the first ratio technique did not provide thedesired accuracy, another technique is being tested whichu1ses models based on economic data to edi t the ratio ofwheat to other grains. The theory behind this modelingtechnique is that economic data can be correlated to theratios of grain planting. Both a United States and a Canadianmodel are being developed. Each is a regression model basedon economic data and previous year production and surplusstock variables. For example, typical components of amodel may be the seasonal average price of wheat, the seasonalaverage price of barley, participating wheat acreage allot-ments, and market restrictions. This technique was evaluatedand, although the results proved inadequate to meet a 90/90criterion, tests are continuing with this techniaue in fourof the Great Plains States in Phase III. As with the firstratio technique, the economic models do not rely on Landsatdata. NASA reported that there has been some success inPhase III in a technique to use Landsat data directly toseparate other small grains from wheat.

Two modifications have been made to the sensors on theLandsat spacecraft launched in March 1978. However, it isnot yet known whether the modifications will provide anyimprovement in the ability to distinguish wheat from othergrains. If continued research does not produce positiveresults in this area, reliance on ancillary data foracreage estimating will continue at least until 1981, whena more advanced satellite is launched. It may even continuebeyond 1981 if the fourth Landsat sensor is not adequate
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for distinguishing wheat from other grains. This will not
be known until experiments have been conducted.

Small field limitations

Another technical problem with Landsat imagery is the
inability to locate sma'l fields. The smallest unit of
Landsat spatial resolution 1/ is a data element approximately
one acre in size. During tHe first two LACIE phases, the
process for classifying wheat in each Landsat sample seg-
nment was to analyze contiguous groups of data elements several
acres in size instead of each individual data element. As
a result, classification errors occurred when wheat fields
were smaller than the groups of data elements analyzed.
This is a significant problem in accurately estimating wheat
production since India, Canada, and China grow wheat in
fields much smaller than those found in the United States
a.od the Soviet Union.

NASA has implemented a new wheat classification
procedure in Phase III which will permit initial analysis
of each data element in a Landsat sample segment. NASA
hopes that by analyzing each data element, the small fields
heretofore missed will be identified. Results from the
new procedure were not available during our review. NASA
reported that Phase III preliminary results with the new
technique were very good.

Heavy manual involvement

The first step in identifying wheat requires that an
analyst distinguish wheat as well as other grains by
analyzing Landsat imagery. This is a time-consuming task,
and it is highly desirable to develop a method in which only
a small part of the total available sample segments is
manually- interpreted. Then the interpretation will be ex-
tended to all available segments by machine classification.
This process is referred to as "signature extension."

This technology was tested in Phase I but was considered
inadequate to reach the needed performance goals. It worked
in only about 20 percent of the cases tested. As a result,
signature extension was dropped as a quasi-operational tool
during the latter part of Phase I. Research efforts con-
tinued into Phase II but did not progress as rapidly as was

1/The smallest sizt. of an object that can be recorded by a
given sensor.
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expected; therefore, no operational signature extensionis being attempted during Phase III.

Signature extension continues to be developed andwill probably be included as part of the new research effortto be carried out by the three agencies. The currentresearch is directed towards developing a means to

--partition a region into strata of nearly constantsoil type, climatology, cropping practices, andother similar factors;

-- minimize the effect of atmospheric haze on theinterpretation of spectral characteristics for eachstrata; and

--select with a computer program the fewest numberof sample segments within each strata which needimage interpretation.

Signature extension is currently being evaluated ina contract awarded by NASA. A machine-processing techniquehas been developed which may reduce the amount of manualinterpretation. The number of samples classified willremain the same; however, the area classified manually with-in each segment will be reduced by a factor of about 3 to1. NASA reported that the new procedure used in Phase IIIreduced the manual dd'a-handling time for each segment from12 to 3 hours.

Increased data requirements

When the decision was made to expand coverage of theSoviet Union to include the entire country, the number ofsample segments increased by 30 percent over the initialPhase III plan. Further, the number of samples in theGreat Plains increased by nearly 37 percent in an attempt toreduce the sampling error. Also, an additional 244 samplesegments were added to test a new :ampling strategy. Overall,these new data requirements increased the number of samplesegments by more than 800. Since these sample segmentsconstitute an increase in the processing requirements of asystem already at capacity, further reductions were madein the amount of Landsat data to be acquired in Canada andChina.

LACIE YIELD MODELS

The yield models under development by NOAA utilizehistorical yield and meteorological data in conjunction withcurrent meteorological data to forecast current yields.
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The yield molels do not use Landsat data; however, the yieldmodels are of equal importance in formulating LAC1E
production estimates.

LACIE yield results through Phase II were mixed. In
the Great Plains during Phases I and II, LAC1E ie'.d estimates
were well within 10 percent of the official SRS etimates.
However, the yield estimate for Canadian spring wheat inPhase II was underestimated by about 12 percent, and pre-
limirn data indicates the yield estimates for winter
and. g wheat in the Soviet Union were also underestimated
by m; :han 23 percent and 8 percent, respectively.

SRS officials believe the current models can be ex-
pected to perform poorly when yield is extremely high or
low. In Phase II, LACIE underestimated the yield of
Canadian spring wheat, which was much higher than normal,
and preliminary data indicates the same thing happened with
the Soviet Union's crop.

In the Great Plains, wheat yields were close to normal,
and LACIE yield estimates were more accurate.

SRS officials believe the use of highly aggregated
weather inputs to predict wheat yields makes the current
yield r dels insensitive to abnormal years. Since the
models =Inploy monthly weather inputs, the existence of criti-
cal stress conditions over short periods is not properly
reflected. In addition, LACIE/NOAA and SRS officials
acknowledged that the yield models are not fully sensitive
to unusual weather events which occur for short periods
over localized areas. Research is being conducted to
determine if Landsat data cai. be used tu help alleviate
this limitation.

LACIE/NOAA officials recognize the limitations of the
yield models employed in Phases I and II. When substantial
crop damage due to rust, disease, pestilence, etc., occurs,
subjective judgments of yield mus' still be made.

Another problem inherent with the yield models is tne
reliance on historical yield data. Because of the way the
yield models are constructed, inaccuracies in the historical
data base will be reflected in the LACIE yield estimates.
Historical yield data from foreign countries is less
reliable than domestic estimates and, according to LACIE
officials, improved yield models which require less historic
data are needed for several LACIE countries. Work is ongoing
to develop more accurate yield models.
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The most challenging problem is to develop a yieldmodel for the People's Republic of China, where historicyield data is nonexistent. There have been no official cropreports from the People's Republic of China since 19'7.While LACIE/NOAA officials believe adequate current andhistorical meteorological data is available, verificationof any yield model would, at best, be severely limited.Partly due to the lack of reliable yield data, the People'sRepublic of China was not included in Phase III.
LACIE COSTS

During fiscal year 1977, NASA, USDA, and NOAAestimated that LACIE and related research costs throughfiscal year 1978 would total about $54 million. Contribu-tions from the participating agencies through this periodare as follows:

Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal Fiscalyear year year year year year1975 1976 1976t 1977 1978 1975-78(note a)

-----…----(000 omitted) -----------------
NASA (note b) $8,800 $9,000 $2,100 $9,800 $8,000 $37,700
USDA 950 2,000 500 -,850 3,300 9,600
NOAA 700 700 175 700 700 2,975

Total $11,450 $11,700 $2,775 $13,350 $12,000 $50,275
a/rransition quarter.

b/NASA costs do not include funds for satellite procurement andoperations, Civil Service personnel salary costs, and outsideresearch contracts related to LACIE. (Outside contracts relatedto LACIE and awarded by NAS:. through June 1977 totaled about$3.7 million.)

The estimates shown aLove include costs for contractorsupport, computer programming and operations, in-houseresearch, yield model development, and test and evaluationactivities. Civil Service personnel costs are included forUSDA and NOAA.
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CHAPTER 4

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE'S PLANS

In early 1977, USDA was planning to implement a user
system designed to be an operational test of the LACIE-
developed techniques for estimating wheat. The Application
Test System (ATS), to be established at or near the Johnson
Space Center. was to concentrate on wheat. However, in late
1977 these plans changed. Based on a review o. its remote-
sensing requirements, USDA decided to change the emphasis of
the ATS front a wheat-only estimating system to a system
covering a wider range of crops and applications. The pre-
cise scope has not yet been defined; however, the three
participating agencies in the LACIE project are currently
preparing the detailed plans for a new joint research,
development, and testing project to begin in 1979 and to
extend into the 1980s. The general objective of the new
work will be to extend LACIE technology and develop new
techniques for other crop situations and applications, such
as early warning of crop damage and crop condition assessment.
USDA has lead responsibility for evaluating these techniques.

The follow-on research currently being planned will
involve work at both the Johnson Space Center and the ATS
facility. The scope of effort and role each agency will
have is not completely defined at this time. Because of this,
estimates of the total costs associated with the follow-on
work are not yet available; howevor, USDA is investing in
computer equipment, programs, and related items to be
located at the ATS facility, and the three agencies have
requested about $9 million for fiscal year 1979 operations.

USDA recently developed estimates of the cost of an
operational system based on LACIE-developed technology. The
estimates compare the costs of a single and multi-crop
system and reflect USDA requirements only. The costs for
satellite procurement and operations a-e not included.
USDA's estimated costs are shown below.

Single Crop Multi-crop

----------(millions)--------

Investment costs $9.8 $29.4

Annual operating
cost of the system $4-5 $8-9

Department officials emphasized that these estimates
are for a fully operational crop-estimating system and are
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not meant to re"lect in any way the costs associated withthe follow-on research effort. The estimates are subjectto periodic revision as information is updated and re-quirements adjusted. The estimates are developed to
--keep USDA officials informed as to the probableinvestment and annual operating costs of alternativecrop information systems based on LACIE-developedtechnology,

--provide the cost component for benefit/costanalyses, and

-- provide a baseline for evaluating proposed design andsystem changes.

STATUS OF THE I&ACIE COST/BENEFIT AiALYSIS

LACIE is the largest and most costly single effortundertaken to demonstrate the usefulness and cost-effective-..ness of Lanesat data in a practical application. Agricultt.ralcrop forecasting is considered one of the most importantapplications. A 1974 economic assessment indicated thatsignificant benefits were possible from the application ofLandsat data, particularly in crop forecasting. Thesebenefits, however, were based on undemonstrated capabilitiesand the assumption that improvoments in Landsat technologywould be realized.

In the 1974 project plan, the three participatingagencies agreed to perform their own cost/benefit analysisto evaluate the usefulness and cost-effectiveness of a LACIE-type system in Providing foreign crop information. USDAis responsible for this effort, and to date has concentratedon user requirements for improved wheat production forecastsand th- estimated cost of present and LACIE-based forecastingsystems. An analysis of benefits of improved wheat productioninformation will be made in 1978; however, it will not bec7mpleted by the end of the LACIE project in July 1978.
As part of the overall cost/benefit analysis, USDA in1976 contracted for a study of the usefulness of improvedforeign wheat production information to its agencies. Thecontractor was to identify situations in which decisionsbased on improved foreign crop information would achievebenefits, but was not tasked to uantify the benefits ofimproved information. The study identified severalsituations in USDA wheat programs where foreign wheatproduction information is considered and cconcluded that
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-- the major use for improved foreign wheatinformation is in the administration of wheat
exports;

-- earlier and more accurate world wheat informationwould be of greatest value when strong worlddemand and short domestic supply exist; and

-~among USDA officials, the strong interest inimproved wheat information is for its value instabilizing prices.

Tbe study indicated a greater need for improving yieldestimates than for improving acreage estimates. This findingis consistent with the USDA/LACIE study (discussed on p. 10.),which showed that FAS yield estimates require considerablymore improvement than acreage estimates.

The remainder of the USDA evaluation is being performedin two parts. The first part, to identify the cost andperformance of the current USDA forecasting system andestimate these factors for an operational LACIE-type system,has been completed. This information is being used to assessthe benefits of a LACIE-type system qualitatively, rather thanquantitatively.

The second part of the evaluation will be a quantitativeanalysis of the benefits of improved information from aLACIE-type system. USDA economists plan to refine andextend existing econometric models for measuring the benefitsof information provided by the current system and improve-ments from a LACIE-type system. USDA economists believeprior efforts to quantify the benefits of agricultural
forecasts were inadequate.

The quantitative assessment of benefits will be basedon expected improvements in timeliness and accuracy ofinformation from a LACIE-type operational system. Theexpected performance will be derived by adjusting actualLACIE results to account for expected improvements en-visioned in an operational environment. This analysis willnot be complete by the end of the LACIE project.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION

The 3-year-old LACIE project is developing thetechnology to improve foreign wheat crop estimates by usingLandsat data for estimates of the number of acres grown,and weather data for estimates of wheat yield per acre.
The project will be completed on schedule; however, wheatestimates will have been made for only two of the seven
foreign countries included in the original scope.

The reduction in scope was due primarily to technicalproblems.

To date, LACIE has had mixed success in achieving itsperformance goals. The Phase II forecast accuracy was highfor winter wheat in the Great Plains and low for springwheat, which resulted in the LACIE performance goal notbeing achieved. Production forecast accuracy was very lowfor Canadian wheat. Although the LACIE production estimatefor the Soviet Union was close to actual production, therewere offsetting errors in the area and yield components.

Current Landsat technology cannot adequately distinguish
spring wheat from other grains. Two modifications havebeen made to the sensors on the Landsat spacecraft launchedin March 1978; however, it is unknown at this time whetherthe modifications will improve the ability to distinguishwheat from other grains. The sensor on the fourth Landsatmay provide the capability to estimate wheat acreage moreaccurately; however, this will not be known conclusivelyuntil the satellite is launched in 1981 and experiments are
conducted.

LACIE yield estimates have been less accurate wherewheat yields are extremely high or low. To improve theestimates, models are being developed which will use dailyweather data rather than aggregated monthly data. Thelack of reliable historical yield data for some LACIE coun-tries also presents a problem, and work is under way tode'velop models requiring less historical data.

USDA has changed its plans to implement a user systemto test LACIE techniques in an operational wheat-estimatingsystem. USDA, NASA, and NOAA are currently planning ajoint research program. This new research effort willdeemphasize wheat and expand LACIE techniques to other
crops and applications, such as early warning of crop damageand crop condition assessment.
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USDA's cost-benefit analysis will not he complete byJuly 1978 when the LACIE project ends; however, it is inprocess. Because the analysis will use advanced econometricmodels and will be based on expected LACIE performance. webelieve careful review of the study should be made beforethe results are used by decisionmakers.

RECOMMENDATION

Since there have been technical problems in reachingLACIE objectives and the research direction has changed,we recommend that the Secretary of Agriculture providecognizant congressional committees with periodic assessmentsof the LACIE project, the experimentation with other crops,and the experiments with early warning of crop damage andcrop condition assessment.
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

National Aeronautics and
Space Adm:nistrathon

Washington DC
20546

JAN 30 1978

L-7

Mr. Donald E. Day
Associate Director of Procurement

and Systems Acquisition Division
U.S. General Accounting Office
Washington, DC 20548

Dear Mr. Day:

Pursuant to the meeting with Mr. Joe Johnson and other
GAO representatives on January 23, 1978, attended by
Mr. William Stoney, Director of NASA's Earth Observation
Program, and Mr. John Coulter of this office, I am
submitting herewith the following NASA comments on the
Draft GAO Proposed Report "Crop Forecasting by Satellite;
Progress and Problems", Code 952165.

It is my understanding that the following comments are
accepted by GAO without further revision: 1, 2, 3, 4,
9, 10, 12, 16, 17, 19, 23, 25, 27. [See GAO note p. 23.]

The following comments (5, 13, 14, 20, 21, 26, 28) all ogncern
the NASA position that the only relevant comparison that can
be made with the Russian data is with the production numbers.
After considerable discussion of the NASA position, the GAO
agreed to include appropriate qualifications in the report so
that the NASA position would be available to the reader.

[See GAO note o. 23.1
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APPENDIX I

Sincerely,

Edward Z. Gr
Director 
Government/Industry Affairs

cc: Mr. Joe Johnson, PSAD/GAO

Enclosurs(2) 1 1. NASA Comments on Draft
GAO Report dtd 1/18/78

2. LACIE Phase III Results
Summary (3 pages)

GAO note: NASA's comments have been incorporated as
appropriate.
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APPENDIX II APPENDIX II

PRINCIPAL OFFICIALS RESPONSIBLE

FOR ACTIVITIES DISCUSSED IN THIS REPORT

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Tenure of Office
From To

SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE:
Bob Bergland Jan. 1977 PresentJohn A. Knebel (acting) Nov. 1976 Jan. 1977Earl L. Butz Dec. 1971 Oct. 1976

ASSI'STANT SECRETARY, INTERNATIONAL
AFFAIRS AND COMMODITY PROGRAMS:

Dale E. Hathaway Apr. 1977 PresentRichard E. Bell July 1975 Apr. 1977Clayton Yeutter Mar. 1974 June 1975

ADMINISTRATOR, FOREIGN
AGRICULTURAL SERVICE:

Thomas R. Hughes July 1977 Presentravid L. Hume Sept.1973 July 1977

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

ADMINISTRATOR:
Robert A. Frosch June 1977 PresentAlan M. Lovelace (acting) May 1977 June 1977James C. Fletcher Apr. 1971 May 1977

DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR:
Alan M. Lovelace June 1976 PresentGeorge M. Low Dec. 1969 June 1976

ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR,
OFFICE OF SPACE AND
TERRESTRIAL APPLICATIONS:

Anthony J. Calio Oct. 1977 PresentBradford Johnston June 1976 Sept.1977Leonard Jaffee (acting) Apr. 1976 June 1976Charles W. Mathews Dec. 1971 Apr. 1976
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

SECRETARY OF COMMERCE:
Juanita M. Kreps Jan. 1977 PresentElliot L. Richardson Feb. 1976 Jan. 1977Rogers C. B. Morton May 1975 Feb. 1976John K. Tabor (acting) Mar. 1975 Apr. 1975Frederick B. Dent Feb. 1973 Mar. 1975

ADMINISTRATOR, NATIONAL OCEANIC
AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION:

Richard A. Frank July 1977 PresentRobert M. White Feb. 1971 July 1977

OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL
DATA SERVICE:

Thomas S. Austin July 1970 Present

(952165)
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